STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. GATES
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES SENATE

12 MAY 1992
Fritz-

This is DCI Testimony

in Senate Hearing on

Tues. I got
this directly from CIA

CMB sent out copies
to DoD etc at 14:00

This afternoon, but of

course, LS version

hasn’t arrived yet.

The 1st part discusses

mostly CIA holdings

(Cong. is more interested

in a more detailed

accounting of IC holdings)

The 2nd deals w/ technical problems)
by the legislation
(see p. 3). Concurrence
is due to OMB by 1200
Monday — but I've been
warned by CIA that most
of these 'like the DC1's
words — so it better
be important or don't
change it. (bottom of
page 7 doesn't thrill
me).

By the way, CIA
never got draft EO to
review — I fixed them
a copy & they didn't
know it was coming.
But apparently DoJ wanted
either. Pres to sign it Monday morning.

Finally, attached
is letter to CIA.
Hi, our holdings. I'm still waiting for classification call.

So as you can see, it was another boring Fri evening.

See you 7:30 am

Monday.

[Signature]